* The decline in the sartorial elegance often associated with the medical profession particularly in the field of obstetrics and gynaecology, seems to have accelerated over the past generation * The wearing of bow ties has decreased * The results of the study suggest a possible lower contamination of bow ties * In spite of the results of this study, because of its peculiar image implications, this exquisite fashion accessory will remain confined to being wom by a small minority of bow tie connoisseurs fluid and blood, resulting in greater contamination of conventional ties than bow ties, as suggested in this study. Greater contamination does not, however, mean that the level of cross infection in patients attended must be higher. To confirm that, a much larger study looking at infection on postnatal wards would be necessary.
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A necktie is the most useless item in any man's wardrobe. It does not offer any protection against the weather or injury; it is even rather uncomfortable. Yet most men would not dream of going to work or to any special event without wearing a tie, using it as their sole opportunity to flaunt their individuality, taste, and style against the dull uniform of a suit.9 Bow ties enjoyed a bad press through the 1970s and 1 980s unless wom with formal evening clothes: American image consultant John Molloy wamed that those wearing bow ties would not be taken seriously or be trusted with anything important.'0 It is therefore not surprising that most doctors lack the courage and motivation to include a bow tie in their wardrobe, and none of the doctors in the study regularly wore bow ties. In view of this, and despite the fact that all the doctors interviewed said that they would consider wearing bow ties if they proved to be more hygienic, we believe that this exquisite fashion accessory will remain confined to a small minority of connoisseurs.
Is Friday the 13th bad for your health? is actually regarded by some as lucky: in Norse mythology Friday is sacred to the Goddess Freya and hence fortunate for lovers.
THE NUMBER 13
The origins of many of the superstitions around the number 13 are Christian too, mainly pertaining to the last supper when Christ dined with his 12 apostles. Even before this, the Romans disliked the number 13 as much as we do, regarding it as a symbol of death, destruction, and misfortune. 8 Thirteen is widely considered an unlucky number. Houses are often not given the number 13, nor are many apartment blocks. With an eye on the market, many hotels do not have a 13th floor; the Carlton Hotel in London may have 18 floors, but the 13th is missing.
It is very unlucky for 13 people to sit down and dine together. The first to rise, like the ill fated apostle, will meet serious misfortune within the year. Few people are married on the 13th, and Friday the 13th, particularly if it falls in May, is regarded with extreme foreboding.
Methods
Gathering examples of superstition is relatively easy, but the level and effects of such superstitions on behaviour are rather more difficult to quantify. 
are by examining their behaviour-for example, are people less likely to drive and shop on Friday the 13th? We looked at information from the Department of Transport on traffic flows-specifically, for the southern section of the M25, between junctions 7 and 8 and junctions 9 and 10-and from the market research department of J Sainsbury plc on the numbers of shoppers in nine different supermarkets in south east England.
To address the second question we looked at the number of admissions for accidents and poisoning in South West Thames region and at what we agreed were the particularly unlucky accidents that could occur.
The population studied broadly corresponded to the residents of South West Thames Regional Health Authority (south London, Surrey, and West Sussex). The 1991 census gave this population as 3 230 100.
Because a normal distribution could not be assumed for any of the data, non-parametric methods were used in data analysis. Shopping patterns may reflect salary patterns: people paid at the end of the month may shop then and two weeks rather than one week later, when food supplies have run a bit low.
Results

DRIVING
It would be interesting to know the mode of transport to these stores. Only one of the nine stores examined, Chichester, was "out of town," the others being relatively easy to reach on foot or by public transport. The results for Chichester were not significantly different from the rest (p > 0 05). 
